Privacy Notice

88 The Pianist (Guido Mallardi) will be what is refer to as your ‘Controller’ and
‘Processor’ of the personal data you provide in the event you the contact form
to provide information about you. This document outlines how this data is used
and stored so that full transparency and the right to erasure of data is
maintained in accordance with GDPR rules.

Your personal Data
What is needed
Unless otherwise agreed by you, only basic data will be obtained about you. This
information includes your full name, email address, mobile phone. In addition
to basic data, knowing the date of the event and preferences about the service
you want 88 to supply. Such data will be stored in Guido Mallardi’s pc and mobile
phone.

Why it is needed
Your personal data are needed in order to provide you with the services you
wish to engage 88 for. Guido Mallardi will not collect any personal data from you
that are not needed.

What your data are used for
All the personal data collected will be used only by Guido Mallardi to contact
you in regard to 88’s services, for invoicing.
No other third party will have access to your personal data unless there is a legal
obligation for Guido Mallardi to disclose it. All reasonable steps will be taken to
ensure that your personal data is processed securely.

How long it will be kept
Personal data will generally be kept for a minimum of 4 years, after which time
it will be destroyed if it is no longer required for the lawful purpose(s) for which
it was obtained.

Right of erasure, access and update
You can withdraw your consent at any time, by simply sending another message
via the contact form (or via email to 88thepianist [at] gmail.com) with 'erase my
personal data' written in the subject. Should you want to update your personal
data, simply send a message/email to require the update. You can have full
access at your personal data free of charge by simply getting in touch.

Children
Our service is directed to people older than 18. We do not knowingly collect
personal information from children under 18 however. If a parent or guardian
becomes aware that his or her child has provided us with personal information
without such parent or guardian’s consent, they should contact us immediately.
If we become aware that a child under 18 has provided us with personal
information, we will delete such information from our database.

